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Abstract. A conventionally cast version of the Cantor alloy (equimolar in Co, Ni Fe, Mn 

and Cr) was elaborated and samples were cut to carry out three points flexural creep tests 

according to a (1000, 1050, 1100°C)  (10, 20 and 30 MPa) array to explore the possibility 

of use in term of temperature and stress. For a majority of cases the deformation rates were 

too high, revealing a lack of practical interest, except for 10 MPa for which, whatever the 

temperature tests longer than 100 hours were realized. These tests were all performed under 

a slow flow of argon o preserve the alloy from oxidation during the tests. In fact, oxygen 

present as impurity (about 10 ppm) induced a signification oxidation of the samples which 

were covered by complex oxides involving Mn and Cr in various proportions and for 

different stoichiometries for the oxygen importance point of view, with thickness not far 

from what can be obtained in synthetic air for similar conditions. 

 

Keywords: Cantor alloy, High temperature creep test, Argon flow, Oxidation, Electron 

microscopy. 

 

Introduction 

 

Among the now rather broad variety of existing high entropy alloys (HEAs) [1], 

the Cantor’s alloy keeps a particular place since it is one of the earliest alloys of 

this category to appear [2,3]. Till today it has been synthesized, as bulk materials or 

coatings, following various elaboration techniques [3–5]. Many properties of this 

CoNiFeMnCr alloys and numerous derivative alloys are now well known, except 

the ones at the temperature levels of superalloys service, i.e. T ≥ 1000°C [7, 8]. 
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Notably, The Cantor alloy presents a high melting point [9,10] which allows 

envisaging to use it at elevated temperatures (1200 °C and more). Curiously creep 

results obtained for the Cantor alloy are rare and limited to not so high 

temperatures, for instance 800°C [11] or 980°C [12]. 1000°C and more seem to be 

not considered for exploring the creep behavior of this alloy, despite its existence 

since 2004 [3]. This became the initial objective of the present work in which the 

resistance against creep was investigated for several combinations of temperature 

and stress, for a 3 points flexural loading mode. In parallel the oxidized states of 

the samples were characterized to approximately specify the oxide development 

over their surfaces and the induced chemical change in the outermost layers of 

alloy. 

 

Methodology 

 

The Cantor alloy destined to this work was elaborated by classical foundry under 

argon. Parts of pure elements (Alfa Aesar, purity higher than 99.9%) were carefully 

weighed to obtained the masses of Co, Ni, Fe, Mn and Cr allowing the equimolar 

character of the alloy (20 at.% for each of the five elements, total mass: 40g). 

These parts were placed in the segmented copper crucible of a high frequency 

induction furnace (CELES, France). The chamber was closed by placing a silica 

tube around the crucible and a copper coil was placed around the silica tube and the 

crucible. After three {pumping to primary vacuum, pure Ar introduction} cycles, 

the internal atmosphere was rated to 300 millibars of pure argon. An alternative 

current with a 100 kHz frequency and a 5kV voltage was applied increasingly, 

inducing Foucault’s currents which heated by Joule effect the external faces of the 

introduced metallic parts. After about 2 minutes all metals were melted and the 

obtained liquid alloy was maintained at maximal power during ten minutes to 

achieve complete chemical homogenization. By decreasing power, the alloys 

cooled in the liquid state, solidified and cooled in the solid state. 

The obtained ovoid ingot was immersed in a molten cold {resin + hardener} 

mixture which rigidified during the following four hours. After extraction out of 

the plastic mold, it was cut using a precision metallographic saw, rather easily 

thanks to the cylindrical geometry of the embedded ingot. A series of 

parallelepipeds with 2  1  15 mm3 dimensions (with  thickness  length) were 

cut, again with the precision saw which gave good surface states to all faces of 

these samples. 

Each sample, the dimensions of which were accurately measured, was placed in a 

SETARAM 92-16.18 dilatometer adapted to allow performing creep bending tests. 

The two bottom supports, spaced by 12 mm, were alumina cylinders and the third 

(top) support, placed in the middle was connected to a sensor able to accurately 

measure the central deformation of the samples during the creep tests. The load to 

apply through the central top support was calculated taking into account the exact 

width and thickness of the sample to produce the desired maximal tensile stress in 

the middle of the bottom of the sample. The heating to the stage temperature was 
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carried out at 20°C / minute, the maximal time duration of the isothermal part of 

the test was initially chosen equal to 150 hours. This isothermal stage was, in some 

cases, shortened in case of rapid deformation until contact of the sample with the 

basis of the alumina lower floor. In such case the deformation curve plotted versus 

time became globally horizontal, with a. 1.1 to 1.2 mm deformation, value 

depending of the thickness of the sample. The final cooling was achieved at -20°C / 

minute. Prior to heating, the load was progressively applied until reaching the value 

targeted for the constant load. The load was removed after complete post–test 

cooling. All along the thermal cycle the sample was exposed to a 2L/h continuous 

flow of pure argon (containing oxygen impurities, about 10 ppm). The diameter of 

the tubular chamber containing the sample which was crossed by the argon flow 

was 18 mm. The linear rate of Ar was thus about 1.6 mm/s). A photograph of the 

sample positioned in the total alumina device before closing the chamber, and a 

descriptive scheme of the solicitation mode are given in Figure 1. The temperatures 

chosen for the tests were 1000°C, 1050°C and 1100°C, and for each temperature 

three stresses to be continuously applied were rated by adjusting the applied load 

versus the exact transversal dimensions of the sample: 10 MPa, 20 MPa and 30 

MPa. 

The curves, which were progressively plotted on the screen during the tests, were 

plotted in a spreadsheet and analyzed. The crept specimens, more or less deformed 

at the end of experiment, depending on the temperature and load values, were also 

more or less oxidized by the flow of oxygen impurities. They were embedded in 

resin, and ground (SiC papers from 240 grade to 1200 grade) and polished 

(micrometric alumina particles on a textile disk) to achieve a mirror–like state for 

the obtained metallographic samples. The fractography and oxidation states of 

these samples were characterized with observation (back scattered electrons 

imaging, BSE) and Energy Dispersion Spectrometry analysis (EDS) with a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM). This one was a JEOL JSM-6010LA one. 

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Initial chemical and microstructure controls of the studied alloy 

 

The chemical composition measured by several full frame EDS analyses on the 

metallographic sample containing the as–cast part of the alloy evidenced that the 

targeted composition was successfully obtained. The microstructure was examined 

at several magnifications and in different locations randomly selected. The alloy is 

single phased and no problems of heterogeneity such as not melted elements was 

encountered. 

 

Behavior of the alloy in 3 points flexural creep 

 

Nine deformation curves were obtained, corresponding to the nine {1000, 1050 and 

1100°C}  {10 MPa, 20 MPa and 30 MPa} sets of test conditions. They can be 
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described by Figure 2. Many of them present a more or less fast deformation and 

an horizontal stage after only several tens hours, this indicating the contact with the 

alumina bottom (case of the {1000°C, 20 MPa} and {1000°C, 30 MPa} curves in 

Figure 2). Several ones, in contrast, demonstrated a much lower deformation rate 

(illustrated by the {1000°C, 10 MPa} curve in Figure 2), and it was decided to stop 

the test after more or less 150 hours in absence of any sign suggesting an 

acceleration of the deformation. 

As this can be seen in the recapitulative Table 1, all the tests carried out with 20 

MPa or 30 MPa as induced maximal tensile stress led to fast deformation and 

contact with the alumina basis after less than 100h (1000°C), less than 50h 

(1050°C) and even less than 10h (1100°C). Only the tests performed for 10 MPa 

led to low deformation rates, this leading to stop them after more than 100 hours 

during the steady state part of creep. At such high level of temperature, the Cantor 

alloy cannot be used in service for high or moderate loading. Only 10 MPa and 

lower stress can be applied for preserving acceptable creep resistance. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Photograph of the sample positioned in the alumina device taken prior to chamber clsing (left) 

and principle of the three points flexural test before applying the load (right). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Photograph of the sample positioned in the alumina device taken prior to chamber clsing (left) 

and principle of the three points flexural test before applying the load (right). 
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The examination of the metallographic samples prepared with the crept specimens 

allowed observing the propagation of a more or less great number of cracks with 

various degrees of progress. These observations are summarized in Figure 3 in 

which the crack progress is illustrated versus both temperature and duration of test. 

This allows first observing the fissuration state  

 

 
Fig. 3. Scheme and photographs summarizing the progression of the multiple cracks versus the tests 

conditions (temperature and duration of test). 

 

Behavior of the alloy oxidation in atmosphere very poor in oxygen 

 

Between the contact with the alumina basis and the anticipated end of the test, the 

crept samples were exposed to the argon flow during the times given in the last 

column of Table 2. These durations are higher than the {deformation to contact} 

ones, in contrast with the three {10 MPa} tests for which test durations and 

durations of exposure to argon are the same. All samples were obviously covered 

by oxides which formed during the tests. The importance of the oxides formed, 

increasing with temperature and with exposure time, is illustrated in Figure 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Scheme and photographs summarizing the growth of the external oxide scales versus the tests 

conditions (temperature and duration of exposure ≥ duration of creep test). 
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The average thickness of the estimated for each sample using imaging in BSE 

mode with the SEM is represented versus temperature and time in Figure 5. The 

oxide scale thickness ranges from 25 µm (63h) to 50 µm (149h), from 5 µm (6h) to 

60 µm (122h) and from 5 µm (3h) to 150 µm (165h), for 1000°C, 1050°C and 

1100°C respectively. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Evolution of the ranges of oxide scale thickness with temperature and exposure duration. 

 

These oxides scales formed in a flow of atmosphere very poor in oxygen (10 ppm 

O2 in Ar, 1 atm) are thus sensibly as thick as after oxidation in 80%N2-20%O2 

(about 25 µm for 50h [13] and 50 µm for 50h [14]). 

The oxides externally formed and the alloy sub–surfaces were subjected to EDS 

elemental mapping (1000°C during 63, 93 and 149 hours in Figure 6, 1050°C 

during 6, 39 and 122 hours in Figure 7, 1100°C during 3, 18 and 165 hours in 

Figure 8). These X–maps evidence that the metals constituting the alloys which are 

involved in the oxidation phenomenon are mainly (almost exclusively) manganese 

and chromium. Mn seems present in high concentration everywhere in the oxide 

scale while chromium tends to be concentrated in the part of the scale which is the 

closest to the alloy. In the subsurface the impoverishment in both Mn and Cr (more 

extended for Mn than for Cr) is clearly visible. 
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Fig. 6. EDS elemental mapping of the oxide scale and sub–surface of the samples oxidized during 63, 

93 and 149h at 1000°C (crept under 30, 20 and 10 MPa respectively). 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. EDS elemental mapping of the oxide scale and sub–surface of the samples oxidized during 39 

and 122h at 1050°C (crept under 20 and 10 MPa respectively; the one crept under 30MPa presented 

too thin oxide scale to perform interesting EDS X–map). 
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Fig. 8. EDS elemental mapping of the oxide scale and sub–surface of the samples oxidized during 18, 

3 and 165h at 1100°C (crept under 30, 20 and 10 MPa respectively). 

 

The oxides were specified by performing a series of EDS spot analysis per oxide 

type seen in each crept sample. The results are summarized in Figure 9 which 

evidenced the great complexity of constitution of the scale. All samples, at least 

which were exposed to the argon flow several tens hours, are covered by oxides of 

numerous types: manganese oxides (MnO2, Mn2O3 and/or MnO) mainly in the 

outermost part of the scale, complex oxides of both manganese and chromium 

((Mn, Cr)O2, (Mn,Cr)2O3 with various Mn and Cr proportions) everywhere and in 

some cases chromium oxides (Chromia: Cr2O3) at the interface of the scale and the 

alloy. The mixed oxide involving both Mn and Cr tend to be richer in Mn than in 

Cr in the more external part of the scale, and to be richer in Cr than in Mn in the 

most internal part of this scale. The importance of oxygen in the stoichiometry 

becomes higher and higher from the interface with the alloy to the interface with 

air. This is true for the oxides of manganese as well as for the mixed oxides of both 

Mn and Cr. 

The formation of oxides of Mn and Cr induced an impoverishment in these two 

elements in the sub – surface of the alloy, as visualized by the EDS X–maps 

(Figures 6, 7 and 8), and which can start to be quantified by simply performing 

EDS spot analysis in the alloy close and along the alloy/scale interface. 
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Fig. 9. Constitution of the external oxide scale versus temperature and exposure duration. 

 

  
Fig. 10. Evolution with temperature and 

exposure duration of the ranges of the manganese 

contents in alloy very close to the interface with 

oxide scale (several EDS spot analyses). 

 

Fig. 11. Evolution with temperature and 

exposure duration of the ranges of the chromium 

contents in alloy very close to the interface with 

oxide scale (several EDS spot analyses). 

 

From Figure 10 which represents the evolution of the sub–surface Mn content 

(very close to the interface with the oxide scale) with temperature and the duration 

of high temperature exposure to the argon flow, one can state that the Mn content, 

initially of about 20 wt.% Mn, has considerably decreased, down to a very low 

value which decreases with both temperature and oxidation duration from 2.0–3.0 

wt.% Mn (1000°C, 63 hours) to 1.7–2.2 wt.% (1100°C, 165 hours). This is the 

same trend versus temperature and duration for the chromium content in sub–

surface very close to the interface with the scale (Figure 11): it decreases from 

about 20 wt.%Cr to 7–15 wt.%Cr (1000°C, 63h) to 4–7 wt.%Cr (1100°C, 165h). 

These Cr contents in sub – surface are higher than the Mn contents but lower than 

the values generally considered for nickel–based and cobalt–based superalloys as 

critical to stay chromia–forming and thus very resistant against hot oxidation. This 

is thus not surprising that chromia is not the single oxide to form, and furthermore, 
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in contrast, rather the minor oxide to form (by comparison with  the Mn oxides and 

(Mn,Cr) oxides). 

 

Conclusion 

 

These flexural creep tests clearly demonstrated that the Cantor alloy in classically 

cast condition is not performing at temperatures as high as 1000°C and beyond, 

globally. The performances for loads inducing 30 MPa or 20 MPa as tensile 

stresses are not satisfying for reasonably long durations. This is only for 10 MPa as 

induced tensile stress that this alloy is possibly suitable for long–term service. This 

seems true for all the test temperatures: the alloy is more sensitive to stress than to 

temperature. 

These tests also showed that this alloy is also sensitive to oxidation in atmospheres 

very poor in oxygen when oxygen is constantly renewed as this was the case for 

the {10 ppm O2}–containing argon flow although argon was expected to protect it 

against oxidation. Furthermore, the oxidation rate appeared to be not considerably 

slower than in a flow of synthetic air which contains 20% O2. This suggests that 

using an inert atmosphere which necessary contains impurities including oxygen is 

not an adequate solution to perform, on the equimolar CoNiFeMnCr alloy, high 

temperature creep tests decoupled from oxidation. Vacuum can be experimented. 
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